**WP 5 – BEST PRACTICE STARTING UP**

Pilot areas of Regione Autonoma Friuli – Venezia Giulia

- *Village of Orias in Pesarina Valley (UD)*
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**Main characters:** An alpine abandoned historical settlement in a minor valley in Carnia, used in the past during the “gjermaria” (intermediate period before and past leading the cows to pasture).

**Local authorities involved:** Municipality of Prato Carnico, Provincia di Udine

**Starting from… (initiatives in progress/data-set already available/…)**

- Historical settlement card of Orias and other settlements in the nearness: Truia, Osais, Pieria (see WP2 cards);
- Historical building card of all the buildings of Orias (see WP2 cards);
- A rich catalogue of historical buildings and cultural heritage of Pesarina Valley available online;
- Interreg IIB project already done: “Alpin Space” - “Types of settlement in little alpin centres”:
  - Obiettivo 2 projects under realization:
    - measure 3.2.2: catalogue of 180 rural settlements and guidelines for the restoration of them (public spaces and buildings and connection with rural landscape) to increase tourist development in accordance with conservation of cultural heritage;
    - measure 4.3.2: guidelines for the restoration of seven alpine settlements to increase tourist development in accordance with conservation of cultural heritage;

**Operational tools to be applied:** project for the institution of the ecomuseum of Orias, development of guidelines for the restoration of the historical settlement and promotion of initiative to support the restorations of buildings.